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STAR GUITAR



the music video for star guitar, directed by michel gondry, shows a train 

journey between nimes and valence. the train journey appears in the video 

as a single continuous camera shot, but in reality it was footage filmed 

over ten journeys by gondry which was then spliced together and edited 

in post production so that the objects in the landscape appear on screen 

precisely in time with the musical beats. gondry mapped out the idea for the 

video using forks and oranges places on a score to determine where the 

objects should fall in relation to the music.

the video shows repeating elements of the landscape that do not exist 

in reality. through the video gondry has created a new landscape from 

elements of the existing which have been repeated and scrambled to create 

the video landscape.

STAR GUITAR_CHEMICAL BROTHERS



to construct a chronogram of star guitar i have decided 

to look at how a single frame could be broken down into 

its component parts and use this as a base for creating 

a score which could be used to recreate the entire film.

in making the film star guitar gondry picked out elements 

of the landscape to use as markers for the musical beats 

of the video. i have chosen frame 00:02:21:15 to analyse  

and will do so by ‘finding’ elements of the landscape 

of the video from different places on the internet. each 

image’s location will be referenced along with other 

information relating to it. this method will recreate the 

video from parts of landscapes from across the internet.
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blog.lecbdesigns.
com/?tag=train-track
jpeg
1000x668
dorset
‘I liked the look of these 
train tracks, and thus 
decided to snap them. I like 
railway lines; perhaps it is 
the delineation of a path to 
many a destination.’

www.gobotree.com/preview.ph
p?imgid=c308d6a05690117
5b382dc1856a355d2
psd
3532x3444
unknown
‘cutout tree/plants’

www.valbek.cz/sys/imgView.
php?image=../user/data/
reference/mengusovce_
janovce/P1000175.G&mode
=crop&size=100x100psd
3532x3444
jpeg
800x1066
motorway d1, slovakia
‘07. bridge over road 
I/67, poprad river and zsr 
railroad’

www.redbubble.com/people/
weebuns/works/4043946-
end-of-the-line
gif
800x531
northern ireland
‘end of the line’

hemulen93.deviantart.
com/art/Concrete-
wall-174081563
jpeg
2592x1944
unknown
‘concrete wall’

www.psdgraphics.com/
backgrounds/chainlink-
fence-texture/
png
4840x3750
unknown
‘stainless steel chainlink 
fence texture, seamless 
background in a high 
resolution, isolated on 
white’

www.gobotree.com/preview.ph
p?imgid=d009a758eb06fb16
87ef0c16db7dcea8
psd
3420x2030
unknown
‘cutout tree/plants’

www.minaco-uk.com/page3.htm
jpeg
826x780
east sussex
‘our unique range of 1/12th 
Scale moulds will enable 
you to produce your own 
dolls house bricks, 1/12th 
tiles etc.’

www.aaronswan.com/
Photo%20Galleries/
Construction%20Admin%20
Photo%20Gallery.htm
jpeg
2160x1440
winner airport, south dakota
‘the project consists of 
construction of 4,400 feet 
of concrete runway with two 
ancillary aprons’

www.aktnz.co.nz/2011/
10/25/back-to-normal-sadly-
no/
jpeg
1280x852
swanson, nz
‘soon there will be wires’

texturebits.blogspot.
co.uk/2008_09_01_archive.
html
jpeg
400x287
unknown
‘texture concrete wall’

www.tripadvisor.co.uk/
Hotel_Review-g186243-
d2212321-Reviews-Blue_
Sky_Bed_and_Breakfast-St_
Ives_Cornwall_England.html
jpeg
2500x1864
st ives
‘blue sky bed and breakfast
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TIMEMACHINES



our brief was to conduct analysis and 

research on the docklands light railway 

[dlr] as it an initial study into a project 

entitled time machines. to begin this part of 

the project i undertook several journeys 

on the dlr whilst secretly filming to create 

timelapse videos which captured the events 

inside the carriage.

DLR RESEARCH JOURNEYS



initially when trying to film on the dlr i 
was asked to stop by the security. i did 
some research into getting permission to 
undertake filming on the dlr and found out 
it is £250/hour for a minimum of 2 hours 
and you must be accompanied for the entire 
duration by dlr staff. i decided the best 
option would to do the filming in secret. 

i put my camera in a box with a hole for the 
lens and another to access the camera 
controls and put the box inside a bag which 
i placed under a seat on the train. the angle 
of the view form the floor allowed for a 
good view down the carriage but also meant 
it was quite often obscured by passengers’ 
feet.

FILMING ON THE DLR



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.3 TITLE

from the timelapse videos i gathered i 
produced a heat map of the train from a 
journey from elverson road to bank - this 
is the same journey that the rest of this 
analysis focuses on.

the white areas show the areas that were 
used most during the journey, whereas the 
darker areas shwo the least frequently used 
spaces.

CARRIAGE HEAT MAP



2.4 TITLE

this drawing shows the proportional 
amounts of passengers alighting at each of 
the stations along the journey.



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.5 TITLE

this drawing shows the proportional 
amounts of passengers boarding at each of 
the stations along the journey.



2.6 TITLE

Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

using data available on the tfl website i 
created an overall map showing the relative 
densities of the station usage across the 
whole network. the proportion of the dashed 
circles shows the relationship between the 
number of people using each station. the 
busiest stations were bank, canary wharf, 
lewisham and canning town, all places where 
the dlr intersects with other transport 
interchanges.

DLR DENSITY MAP



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.7 TITLE



i decided to focus this part of the project on 
the interior of the dlr carriages - the place 
where the people are being transported from 
one part of london to another - the actual 
time machine itself. except for a quick glance 
up at each station the majority of passengers 
seem oblivious to the outside world beyond 
the windows. they are engrossed in their 
conversations, phones, ipods, newspapers 
and sleep.

i created a 3d computer model of the train 
interior as a tool to aid in undertaking the 
project. the rendered model started to 
develop an uncanny likeness to the reference 
photos used to construct it, albeit a 
cleaner, controlled version of the original. 
the model started to fool a few people into 
thinking it was a photograph. even though it 
was lacking in a lot of the details seen on the 
actual dlr - the safety stickers, advertising - 
it was still able to trick people. either we do 
not pay attention to the small details when 
we travel on the dlr as we are so engrossed 
in ourselves or we are still very trusting in a 
photographic style representation of space 
despite the ease at which this can be faked.

dlr model



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.9 TITLE

the following drawings are an attempt to 
capture two peoples movements during their 
dlr journey. i studied the passengers from 
the timelapse video and recreated their motion 
as a single drawing using their relative body 
positions inside the space of the carriage.



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.10 TITLE



after trying to draw the motion of people within the train 
carriage i looked into another option for representing their 
motion  using photography. i tested the technique of using 
slow shutter speeds and lights attached to different parts 
of the body to create a photo with motion paths.

I test this technique in my living room and marked out on the 
floor a train carriage in masking tape. using the markings i 
retraced the motions of people within the train carriage to 
see what motion paths were created.

the drawings on the following pages show the motion paths 
overlaid on to a wireframe model of the dlr carriage.

motion tracking tests



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.12 TITLE



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.13 TITLE



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.14 TITLE



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.15 TITLE

this chronogram forms the basis of 
the dlr analysis film which looks 
at a single journey on the dlr in 
relation to the movement of the 
passengers boarding and alighting 
the train along the way. like in the 
motion path tests the movement of 
the passengers is represented by 
the light streaks in the film and the 
drawing.

dlr journey chronogram



passengers boarding sequence



2.17 TITLE



a cctv type view of the train carriage 
model was rendered out in wire frame 
mode to form a transparent view of the 
train interior.

to create the illusion of a moving train 
objects were to be created that would 
move past the outside the windows. 
these objects were to be generic shapes 
that suggest a lack of interest in the 
external environment. the shapes were 
created from a white solid.

the video sequence was set in a dark 
environment to give strong reflections 
of the interior in the train windows to 
centre the attention on the inside of the 
train.

the white solid was split up into smaller 
particles that were animated to emerge 
from the vanishing point of the carriage.

a full render of the same view was 
produced with lighting and materials to 
form the background for the carriage.

to allow these particles to only be 
visible in the windows of the train a mask 
was created to differentiate between 
the windows and the other parts of the 
carriage.

the full render was overlaid on the 
wireframe render to allow for the two 
images to be interchanged during the 
video sequence.

the mask was applied as a mask layer 
to the particles, the black parts of the 
mask knocked out these areas of the 
particle animation.

key frames were applied to the 
transparency of the full render so 
that at varying points through out the 
sequence the carriage would fade in and 
out as a transparent wire frame.

the masked particle animation was 
overlaid and blended with the images 
of the train carriage and the mask 
transparency was set to match the 
transparency of the render so that 
when the render faded to a wireframe 
the whole particle animation became 
visible.

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

train motion animation



passengers preparing to alight sequence



2.20 TITLE



as well as the motion particles moving past the 
outside of the train i wanted there to be lights 
passing by the outside of the train, as if it were in 
a tunnel.

the light and motion path were duplicated to form 
the base for the reflections of the light on the 
external faces of the train.

a path was draw over a white solid to create the 
motion path for the lights to be animated along.

a mask was created from the render of the train 
to identify the areas of the train with higher or 
lower reflectivity. the white areas show the highly 
reflective sections, such as glass and the dark 
areas are less reflective.

this path was stroked to create a thick white line 
and then adjusted to reduce the line to just a small 
section of the path.

the mask was applied to the reflection layer as 
an alpha mask, this meant that the dark the areas 
of the mask the less opaque the light became as it 
passed over them.

glow effects were added to the light to give it a 
more luminescent appearance.

the two light layers were overlaid onto the rendered 
carriage to complete the sequence.
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external lights animation



similarly to the particles and lights the motion 
paths begin as a white solid. the motion paths will 
become light streaks similar to the slow shutter 
speed images taking as motion tracking tests.

glow effects were added to the layers to create an 
aesthetic more similar to that of the slow shutter 
speed photography images.

multiple paths were draw on the white solid to create 
motion paths for the light streaks. these paths were 
created from studying the movement of people in 
the dlr timelapse videos and based upon the light 
streaks visible in the photography tests.

for the views looking into the train from outside the 
areas outside the window glass need to be masked 
out, this was done by creating a black and white 
image from the rendered view of the carriage.

this paths were then stroked to create tapered lines 
that when animated follow the motion paths from on 
end to the other.

this black and white image was overlaid on the 
motion paths as an alpha mask, knocking out the 
black areas of the image. the transparency of the 
mask was set to match that of the rendered view of 
the carriage so that when the carriage faded to wire 
frame the entire motion paths became visible.

an echo effect was added to each of the motion paths 
so that the lines would leave a motion trail behind 
them as they moved through the train carriage.

the motion path layers were then overlaid on the 
render of the carriage to create a view of people 
moving within the carriage.
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passenger motion paths animation



passengers alighting sequence
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UNCANNY SPACES



the model created for the first part of the 
project, although it tricked some people into 
thinking  it was a photograph taken on the 
dlr, caused other people to do a double 
take. although the scene is very familiar, 
there is also something unfamiliar about 
it, something unsettling that puts doubt in 
the mind. it is not necessarily something you 
can put you could identify specifically but 
something that is triggered subconsciously, 
an uncanniness.

the accidental effect this image of the train 
had has lead me to start looking into the 
world of the uncanny hyperreal.

the uncanny image



the two images above by richard estes, seem to have 
fitting similarities to the images of the dlr. his photo 
realistic, super realism creates an uncanny feeling. 
at the time of production the images were part of a 
new wave of art that was taking its inspiration from 
photography, it started to blur the boundaries between 
photography and painting and create a confusion 
of the image source. they are not faithful copies of 
a single photograph but combinations of multiple 
photographs manipulated and merged to create an 
image that, although never existed in reality, gives the 
impression of a place that could exist. through the 
use of his photo realistic technique we are lead to 
believe that the spaces are real.

the two images above, the plaza [left] and williamsburg 
bridge subway [right] use a technique of splitting the 
image into two spaces which estes has used in a series 
of images of the new york subway. the technique allows 
the viewer to be in two places at once, inside the carriage 
and outside. the lack of reflections in the windows on 
the right side of each image creates this uneasiness in 
the viewer. although the composition implies that the 
viewer is stood just inside the carriage looking out, 
the lack of reflections makes it appear that the viewer 
is seeing the external environment from the outside 
of the carriage, especially when compared to the view 
through the windows on the left side of the images.

uncanny works of richard estes



the two images on the previous page caused uneasiness 
through their lack of reflection. however in much of 
his work estes uses reflections as a key part of the 
composition. in some instances they merge the inside 
and outside spaces to form one combined distortion 
of the whole but in others it forms a barrier to the 
internal space, the external reflection masks the view 
of what is happening internally. estes was not always 
true to the photorealism of the reflections, they were 
often manipulated to fit with the overall composition 
of the piece. the reflections are a tool to control or 
confuse how we interpret the image and our position 
within it.

reflections of richard estes



his photography, as the alter ego of our reality, 
should be, in turn, realistic and unrealistic, based on 
the languages   understood by ordinary mortals, but in 
the same way, introducing nuances, sparks or simple 
sleight of hand, that encourage viewers to enter a 
sort of confusion on what is assumed to be real.

www.victorenrich.com

city portraits by victor enrich

tango 4tango 3tango 2tango1

victor enrich utilises his skills in photography and 
computer manipulation to create his own version 
of urban landscapes. he says his images ‘don’t 
pretend to talk directly about anything related to 
architecture or urbanism” but are ‘simply chosen to 
become a channel to express myself’. they are his 
rereading of the city and its objects rendered and 
composited in a photorealistic way as to create a 
convincing representation of his interpretation. never 
the less, whether he intends to or not, he is creating a 
new architecture. not on that exists in the real world 
but one that exists virtually in his work, an impossible 
warping of the real world. 
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shalom 2, tel aviv, 2009 - a view dedicated to the most 
emblematic, and tallest for many years, skyscraper 
of israel. his shape always invited me to zip it up and 
down and what’s inside... 

medusa, tel aviv, 2011 - second pic of the orchid 
hotel. each balcony tries to get a better view towards 
the sea as the building is placed 90 degrees to it... 
bad bad bad.

manuela is getting late, münchen, 2012 - my german 
private teacher is a very serious and organized person... 
one day she got late...something as unexpected as 
finding a building upside down!

defence, tel aviv, 2010 - the first opera tower is by 
the sea, next to my home. the building is a gun pointing 
eastbound (where “evil” comes from...)

looping 2007 riga - mascavas iela neighbourhood, 
from the latvian movie director liga gaisa´s window 
facing the river daugava. the bridge bends upwards 
when reaching the energy of the water.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

enrich allows his imagination to be the subject of 
his art, he realises his imagination by utilising his 
vast skills in image manipulation to create a faithful 
representation of what he like, desires and imagines. 
below are some quotes from him about the pictured 
works.



compositing virtual elements into live footage

original captured footage original bollards masked out and background cloned original bollards replaced with computer generated bollards

as a test i wanted to create a video sequence that used compositing to 
edit reality. i started off with some static footage shot on a tripod of a 
path next to a quay in limehouse, adjacent to the dlr. the footage is of a 
lady walking away from the camera down the path.

i wanted to create a video where the woman started to effect the world 
around her without being aware of it. as the lady walks past each of 
the bollards they are effected by her motion past them, their real life 
hardness is broken down by the virtual compositing techniques and they 
warp and wobble like jelly as she walks past, totally unaware of her 
effect.



bollard test sequence



the composition of virtual elements into captured 
footage allows for a perceived manipulation of the real 
world that creates an uncanny filmic representation. 
the composited objects look real and in the context of 
real shot footage they feel like they should be real, but 
their action within that real space is not as it would be 
in the real world. this juxtaposition of photorealistic 
representation and virtual simulations creates an 
uneasiness in the viewer.



‘Its about collecting as much information when you’re 
there and then going back to my studio and almost 
creating a heightened version of the scene… I try to 
use these techniques to capture not just what it looks 
like but also the feeling of being there, the warmth, the 
glows, hopefully capture some of the emotions of the 
scene.‘ 

andrew brooks

Andrew Brooks is a photographer and digital artist. His 

images have a realistic but slightly disorientating feel 

to them through the use of composited panoramas and 

extreme wide angle views. Through the use of multiple 

exposures, captures and composition he manipulates the 

images to create a new realism from the one that originally 

existed in front of the lens. the composition of the images 

into a large overall view of a space creates a wider than 

normal field of view that captures more than a standard 

photograph, this has the effect of almost immersing 

the viewer within the space, they can see what would be 

above, below, left and right as well as directly in front 

all in one image, creating what looks like a warped view, 

this warped view is probably closer to the view that we 

experience when really in a space than the view produced 

from a 35mm lens of a camera. He also uses multiple 

captures to create zoomable images which start to alter 

the way we see an image by becoming immersed within the 

fine detail within it.top of the windmill



‘…that never existed so I’ve created that version 
of it. It took 20 minutes to photograph and then 
2 weeks of post production time to put the shot 
together… so its not about the decisive moment, 
if you know alot about photography there’s a lot 
of this thing about capturing the perfect moment, 
its not about that, its almost about constructing 
that decisive moment.‘ Andrew Brooks

whilst andrew brookes does create hyperreal 

visions of imaginary worlds created from multiple 

photos taken at different locations and merged 

into one, i am more interested in his photographs 

which are all taken within one space and merged 

together to construct an almost 360 ° view of 

a spaces that could pull in a viewer and almost 

wrap entirely around them closing them off from 

reality.

watertowerkeeping timegreat abel



warping space through photography
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to conduct further research into the area around part of the dlr i spent a day 

walking from between beckton and east india stations. during this walk i took a 

series of photographs to try and create a photographic record of some of the 

spaces i came across similar to the style of andrew brookes. i wasn’t sure how the 

images would turn out once i had stitched them together whilst i was exploring 

the space so i was just trying to capture as much photographic information from 

each space as possible. i chose a variety of spaces that i thought would achieve 

different effects through the photographs.

the following series of images is the documentation of the walk, during which i took 

over 7000 photographs. each of the panoramas that follow has between 50 and 

150 photographs within it, creating some images which are over 300 megapixels 

. these images can act as zoomable images which can be viewed as a whole or by 

zooming in and exploring the image through a screen, creating almost a virtual 

reality space within the computer.
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image locations



01 gallions reach station brigde
 69 photographs



02 derelict site below dlr
 57 photographs



03 gabion wall
 74 photographs



04 under woolwich bridge
 147 photographs



05 uel staircase 001
 82 photographs



06 uel library 
 58 photographs



07 uel staircase 002
 78 photographs



08 cyprus station
 104 photographs



09 beckton park station
 99 photographs



10 newham dockside
 85 photographs



11 royal albert station
 112 photographs



12 two bridges
 84 photographs



13 connaught bridge
 116 photographs



14 excel centre
 96 photographs



15 excel waterfront
 63 photographs



16 royal victoria dock waterfront
 85 photographs



17 royal victoria dock footbridge  
 69 photographs



18 dock crane
 107 photographs



19 airline
 59 photographs



20 pumping station
 91 photographs



21 pylon
 119 photographs



22 silvertown way
 69 photographs



23 closed footbridge
 75 photographs



24 disused bridge
 92 photographs



25 bow eco park
 89 photographs



28 bow eco park bridge
 147 photographs



29 east india station
 132 photographs



the images taken on the walk have a warped 
appearance on when stitched together to 
form the panoramic images. the compositions 
warp the space and confuse which direction 
is up, down, left or right, creating an escher-
like space. 

house of st airs [right] creates a disorientating 
space of impossible staircases, creating 
a hard to read space which unsettles the 
viewer as they try to position themselves 
within the image.

print gallery [left] has an interesting 
composition, similar to that of the estes 
subway images, in which two spaces are joined 
together and intertwined. the view is caught 
in an inbetween space where they are not ure 
if they should be in the gallery or in the 
print. 

escher space



anamorphism and anamorphic projection allow 

for an image to be overlaid on a physical space. 

the projected image can only be seen in its 

original form from one position. from any other 

position the image becomes severely warped and 

disrupted. this can create the illusion of a space 

within a space, similar to the trompe l’oeil. the 

anamorphic properties allow for a slow reveal 

of the image space, or for the image to be broken 

apart dramatically. 

one of the earliest examples of anamorphism 

in art is in holbein’s the ambassadors painting, 

when viewed from an acute angle a skull becomes 

visible in the lower part of the painting. more 

recently the technique has been used by a lot 

of street artists who create realistic looking 

anamorphic views within the pavement.

when viewed from a specific point of view the space 

within a space can fool the viewer into thinking 

the image space is part of the real space. this 

effect is magnified when the anamorphic images 

are photographed.

anamorphism



to test out the opportunities available 
to create anamorphic projections 
within the virtual environment i 
created a 3d computer model and 
used camera projection mapping to 
create the anamorphic projection. 
within the virtual space there are two 
cameras, one that projects the image 
of the cable car and one animated 
camera that moves around the space 
and outputs renders. when the two 
cameras are in the same position the 
anamorphic cable car comes into view, 
from every other view the cable car is 
warped and distorted 

anamorphic projection tests



FILM: ‘RIDING THE DLR’



the film is about a reimagined journey on the dlr, a 
journey through an unsettling, disorientating version 
of the dlr based on the walking journey undertaken 
between beckton and east india. the film picks up on the 
recorded imagery from the journey and tries to recreate 
some of the warped space through a computer generated 
world.

‘riding the dlr’
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to create the models required for the film i began 
by picking out from the photographs of my walking 
journey some of the spaces and objects that were easily 
identifiable. i began to model these as they appear in the 
physical world, unwarped and undistorted.

creating the virtual journey

gallions reach station
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gallions reach station complete
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docks cranes

airline
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once i had built up a series of model components 
i undertook some warping tests within the virtual 
environment to see what effect this would have on the 
spaces and objects.

warping tests
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Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.80 TITLE

one of the warping tests 
was to modify the dlr 
into a continuous loop 
creating a journey with no 
destination, just a journey 
for the sake of enjoying 
the journey. freud talks 
about the repetitive nature 
of the narrative route and 
repetition compulsion in 
the uncanny, this theory 
could be utilised in the film 
to produce an unsettling 
effect.

the loop



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.81 TITLE

the film will be an 
exploration of a series 
of linked spaces that 
compress the space of 
the original journey into 
a 2 minute experience. 
this requires all the 
elements of the spaces to 
be combined into one film 
spaces that the viewer 
moves through.

the journey



Fuga. Icia nectio. Porum eat venimporro te 

simporerum et aris eossed quis sitae nos 

unto verchic aeriorerunt.

Met am, tem quatemporit, occum eicturit que 

la nobis vernam, et es undam quia int.

Natem aut et odit es corum rem. Tis dolor min 

pliam, ima nus ea des dolupicid qui untemperio 

quatur?

Fuga. Ducimol uptatis nobit qui dolles 

distiatur?

Ror sectur rem eatis eum latem. Et laborem 

quis et as enihil eossunt, sincium nobis 

exerest iorpore perchit officillo blatur 

sitioriae simus adit et electur moluptum 

ducimus quisita consequi dolenit ionsequi 

omnimus que porestrum quis dis aliquaepeles 

ulpa quos exerruntist latur, ommoloreptas 

eatur sam nessit que repro quam ut as aut 

qui corit magnatiust, con poris prae. At eaqui 

dolenis rentiunt, aut apero occum alis et et 

exeritatem et doluptae pra volo et, cumqui 

ium des doluptatur a dolorum vel il inventur 

sit voluptatur alique la es est et perem adi 

anda qui dis sunt dolori comniment

2.82 TITLE



this section of the portfolio represents the 
final film ‘riding the dlr’, by no means is the 
film a completed work, to create a real space of 
the dlr an infinite number of spaces and objects 
from the route could be compressed into the 
film, but the film acts as an insight into part 
of the reimagined, warped journey of riding the 
dlr.

film stills and sequences







the opening sequence features the inside of the dlr as it travels through its 
journey, initially it is intended to feel like a normal dlr journey but views out 
of the window and the motion of the carriage start to give hints that this is 
not the case.

opening interior sequence
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transportation device: dlr to airline



when the camera emerges from the airline 
cabin we see that the airline is supported 
not on its own support towers but on the 
royal victoria docks cranes, cranes that 
can move and rotate and physical warp the 
space of the airline in realtime. this starts 
to identify this as a physically impossible 
space, a journey that only exists in the film 
space.

merged spaces







in the airline sequence the crane acts as an 
intermediate between two spaces, the airline space and 
the following space filled with shipping containers. 
as the camera pans around the crane it obscures the 
viewers vision of anything beyond it and it emerges 
on the other side in a completely different space, 
adding to the disorientation of the film.

the crane







at the end of the crane sequence the 
viewer is transported into another space 
through an anamorphic portal which is 
projected onto two crates which come 
together to complete the anamorphic 
image. when the image falls into view the 
viewer immediately moves into the image 
space and away from the previous space 
inhabited by the cranes

anamorphic transportation



moving into the projected image



the space the viewer is transported to is 
an underpass, views of another anamorphic 
projection are glimpsed as they start to move 
through the space. immediately as the final part 
of the projection fall into place as the viewer is 
positioned directly in front of it the image comes 
to life. a train within the image spaces suddenly 
speeds out of the image space into the underpass 
and the viewer finds themselves inside the train 
carriage. when they emerge from the carriage 
they are in an entirely new space, back in the 
tracks of the dlr.

anamorphic transportation











the camera moves around the reimagined 
dlr as a free body, sometimes as the train 
itself and other times as a disembodied 
camera interacting with the trains. this is 
the only part of the film that uses sharp 
cuts. these signal the changing of the 
camera from the train to a camera and 
back again and signal that the continuous 
journey has come to an end.

cut scenes



the dlr in the film has become a series of 
looped journeys, each loop in the film 
represents a different persons journey. 
looking back onto the initial research i 
conducted of the dlr i realised that most 
people don’t pay very much attention to 
the journey, just the point of departure 
and their destination, what happens 
inbetween is unimportant to them. this 
is the space which is seen in the film, a 
series of spaces that merge into one to 
the glancing eye. the film inverts this  
and the loop represents a completed 
journey, where the destination doesn’t 
matter, it is the experience of the journey 
which is important.

the film begins and ends on the same 
train, travelling around the same loop, 
in the same position on the loop. if we 
moved to a different train on a different 
loop the experience could be totally 
different.

multiple loops





towards the end of the film the 
disembodied camera explores the looping 
space of the dlr, this is not part of the 
dlr passengers journey but reveals that 
the journey is one of the imagination 
and allows the viewer to explore the 
different loops of the dlr and interact 
with the other trains taking people on 
different journeys through the same 
physical space but that will create an 
entirely different imagined space.

disembodied view

















the film itself ends as a loop, returning 
to the interior of the carriage that it 
started in. as the camera starts to move 
into the close up of the seat that started 
the original journey the viewer is left 
to image for themselves where the next 
journey is going to go.







chronogram: riding the dlr


